SWIRL Executive Committee Summary
January 2017
Due to harsh winter weather, the original January SWIRL meeting scheduled for Tuesday, January 10/17 was
cancelled. This document summarizes Executive Committee updates and notices which would have been
provided at the meeting.
1. Executive Updates
a. Chair: Nothing to report.
b. Vice Chair: Nothing to report.
c. Treasurer:

d. Secretary: Nothing to report (aside from this document!).
e. Discipline Chair:
 Review of penalties and suspensions: None to report. So far, so good!
 Carry-over suspensions: None to report.
 Match/Misconduct penalty reporting process: As per the SWIRL Operating Manual.
f. Scheduler: A big thank you to all the teams for getting me answers quickly when I did the
schedule (I was on a real time crunch). Next year there will be a new ice time sheet for
everyone and I will try to get that out before September to all teams.
g. Statistician & Web Site Manager
1.
Continue to submit game results within 72 hours using the following guidelines:
 League Games: Home team only.
 Exhibition Games: All (i.e., as both the Home and Visiting team).
 Tournament: All (as per Exhibition games).
 Game sheet submission requires two parts:
 Email a picture/scan of the game sheet to veatsb@gmail.com
 Complete the online form on the SWIRL website.
2.
If you have put yourself in charge of submitting game results (and game sheets), and are
unable to meet the requirements outlined in points 1 and 2, please put someone else in
charge of this task.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Please use the online “game changes” form for cancelled games and rescheduled
games. That way I’m not emailing you looking for game sheets for games that didn’t get
played.
The “Games as Submitted” spreadsheet isn’t automatically updating, so I have to do it
manually. If you submit a game result and it doesn’t appear, feel free to send me an
email and I can double check that all is well. I will fix this issue for next season.
The “Games as Submitted” spreadsheet also has several tabs to indicate standings for
each division. These are updated monthly. The last update was at the beginning of
January.
All game result submissions are to include a copy of the actual game sheet for that game,
NOT the version posted by Score2Stats.
Game sheets need to be filled out fully and properly (i.e., teams playing (including
nicknames, e.g., Stratford Stingers), where the game was played (rink and city), division,
etc.).
Goalkeepers must be indicated (as “G”) on the game sheet.
If using roster stickers (for player names), ensure absent players are crossed off on all
three copies of the game sheet.
All substitutions must be marked as “sub” with that player’s regular team noted.

h. Registrar: I only have to report that SWIRL Registration is complete and there were two
latecomers, but it was no issue and an easy process.
2. Announcements: Performance Bonds for the 2016/2017 season will be returned at the
SWIRL meeting in September 2017.
3.

Next SWIRL Meeting: Sunday, September 17/17, 2 pm @ the Edelweiss Tavern
(Kitchener).

